Rustrol® Systems are designed to protect personnel and equipment from electrical disturbances. Rustrol® Systems effectively block cathodic protection DC voltages; all other electrical disturbances are freely conducted to electrical utilities grounding/earthing network, such as:

- AC Fault Currents
- Lightning Protection
- Mitigation of Induced AC Voltages
- Power Switching Surge Currents

“Offering the Most Extensive Range of Protection with Globally Recognized Certification”

**Cathodic Isolator®**
- Model: CI

**Gas Gap™**
- Lightning/Surge Protector
  - Model: GG-100TS
  - GG-500TA
  - GG-100TC
  - GG-100QA

**Surge-Seal®**
- Lightning/Surge Protector

**DC-Decoupler™**
- Model: DCD

**AC-Monitoring Probe**
- Detects AC Corrosion
- Versatile/Reliable

**Accessories**
- Pedestal Mount
- Flange Mounting Bracket
- Pipe Mounting Assembly Kit

**AC Mitigation Techniques**
- Gradient Control Systems - Mat™ (GCS-M)
- Gradient Control Systems - Copper Cable™ (GCS-CC)
- Gradient Control Systems - Zinc Ribbon™ (GCS-ZR)

“Demand the Best, Specify Rustrol®”

TEL: 1-905-634-7751  FAX: 1-905-333-4313

www.Rustrol.com
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Anodes
- MAXMAG® High Potential Magnesium
- High Purity Zinc
- Cor-Cap® & Cor-Collar™
- Extruded Magnesium
- Anotec Impressed Current
- Plattline™ Zinc Ribbon
- Telpro Mixed Metal Oxide (MMO)

Cathodic Protection
Cable/Tracer Wire
- HMWPE
- Halar/HMWPE
- Copperhead

Instrumentation
- M.C. Miller
- Fluke
- Buckleys
- Miscellaneous

Isolating Materials
- Flange Isolation Kit
- Iso-Bloc®
- Monolithic Isolating Joint
- Isolating Union
- Casing Spacer
- Link Seal

CP Rectifiers/Junction Boxes
- IRT
- Universal
- Custom

Pipeline Cleaning
- Polly Pig
- Super Pig

Protective Coating
- PetroWrap®
- Kold-N-Klose®

“Only the Highest Quality at Competitive Pricing with On-Time Deliveries”

Reference Electrodes
- Copper/Copper Sulphate
- Zinc
- Graphite, Others

Select Backfill
- Loresco Backfill
- Galvanic Backfill

Services
- Cathodic Protection Design
- CP Material Specifications
- Environmental Assessment
- Coating Specification & Inspection
- Cathodic Protection Survey
- Safe Electrical Grounding Design

Test Stations
- COTT
- Bingham & Taylor
- C.P. Test
- Handley
- Custom

Thermitweld
- Cadweld®
- ThermOweld®
- Calpico/Royston® Handy Cap

Miscellaneous
- Main and Directional Gas Bags
- 3M Epoxy Splice Kit
- Anode/Pipe Clamp
- Split Bolt
- Burndy®
- Thomas & Betts

“Rust Never Sleeps”™ ....